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Are you ready to get hydrated? Inside you'll find the three basic beverage recipes
that will help you supplement plain water to reach your daily water goal and

achieve optimum hydration. I have also organized all of my hydration-related posts
and food recipes at:

 
 

Thyme-is-Honey.com/category/hydration
 
 
 

Find out more about my 14-day hydration program at HydrationChecklist.com

HELLO THERE !



AN IDEAL DAY OF HYDRATION

When it comes to hydration, every day doesn't have to be perfect, you just need to
have more good days than bad days and combine that with consistency over time.

 
Remember that hydration isn't about how many ounces of water you can guzzle, it's

about how much water your body absorbs, and that requires that we drink water,
eat water, and move water.

 
An ideal day of hydration will look differently for each of us, but the items below

can help keep you on track:

START YOUR DAY WITH MORNING WATER

 

HAVE A GREEN JUICE OR SMOOTHIE

 

HIT YOUR WATER GOAL W/ PLAIN + GEL WATER

 

CHOOSE WHOLE ,  PLANT-BASED FOODS

 

GET UP REGULARLY TO MOVE

 

TAKE CARE OF YOUR FASCIA



MORNING WATER

12 OZ WARM LEMON WATER

1 TBSP FRESH LEMON JUICE (TO TASTE)

PINCH OF SEA SALT

1-2 TSP CHIA SEEDS (OPTIONAL)

FRESH HERBS (OPTIONAL

Combine all ingredients in a glass of warm water and stir to disolve/combine. The
most important thing is for this to become a ritual that you love and enjoy, so

adjust the ingredients and temperature as need. For additional flavor you can add
fresh herbs such as mint leaves, basil, or rosemary or add an herbal tea bag. Best

consumed within 20-30 minutes of waking up. The sooner, the better.



HYDRATION POTION

16 OZ WATER

PINCH OF SEA SALT (ROUGHLY 1/3 TSP)

1-2 TBSP CHIA SEEDS

2 TBSP UNSWEETENED FRUIT JUICE OR JUICE CONCENTRATE

This drink is a great way to wean yourself off of that afternoon soda or sugar-filled
latte. Try it unsweetened at first, but add a natural sweetener like honey or maple

syrup if you need a little something extra. If you need a simple grab-and-go option
you can mix it up in the morning in a glass water bottle, recycled mason jar, or

similar and keep in the fridge at home or work. Simply give it a shake when you’re
ready to sip (the mixture is also fine unrefrigerated for up to 24 hours). An

unsweetened pomegranate concentrate is highest in antioxidants, blueberries are
next, but all berry or fruit juices will work.



HYDRATION POTION VARIATIONS
 

TRY ADDING :

+ A SQUEEZE OF FRESH CITRUS (LEMON ,  LIME ,  ORANGE ETC)

+ 1-2 TSP NATURAL SWEETENER (HONEY OR MAPLE SYRUP)

+ FRESH HERBS (MINT ,  LEMONGRASS ,  ETC)

+ TEA BAG (CHAMOMILE ,  MINT ,  HIBISCUS ETC) TO SOAK IN THE MIXTURE

+ USE BUBBLY WATER INSTEAD TO MAKE A “CARBONATED” DRINK

Sports Drink: If you are exerting yourself through sports or exercise you can also
amp this drink up even more by adding coconut water. Simply adjust the recipe to

8 oz water and 8 oz coconut water.
 

Happy Hour: Half the entire base recipe and add 1 oz of your favorite spirit (vodka
or white rum are good options) to make this into a healthier happy hour

alternative. Simply place all ingredients into a bottle or jar and shake vigorously.
You can pour over ice or crushed ice if you prefer.

This recipe is adapted from a recipe that can be found in the book Quench



HYDRATING GREEN JUICE

8 OZ COCONUT WATER

1 TBSP CHIA SEEDS

1 PINCH COARSE SEA SALT

1 CUCUMBER (PEELED IF NOT ORGANIC)

JUICE FROM 1/2 LIME

1 TSP GRATED GINGER (OR MORE TO TASTE)

1-2 TSP HONEY (TO TASTE ,  LOCAL IS BEST)

4-6 OZ WATER

Combine all ingredients into a blender (even a very basic one will do) and blend
until it's smooth. Adding a couple ice cubes either before or after blending can help
cool it down. I recommend drinking it with a straw, or at least having one in the cup

to occassionally stir it with as it tends to separate. Feel free to use this as a "base
recipe" and add other hydrating fruits or vegetables (lists on next page). Sip it slowly

over the course of 15-30 minutes (or longer). 

This recipe is adapted from a recipe that can be found in the book Quench



MOST HYDRATING VEGETABLES

CUCUMBERS - 96 .7%

ROMAINE LETTUCE - 96 .6%

CELERY - 95 .4%

RADISHES - 95 .3%

ZUCCHINI - 95%

TOMATOES - 94 .5%

PEPPERS - 93 .9%

CAULIFLOWER - 92 .1%

SPINACH - 91 .4%

BROCCOLI - 90 .7%

CARROTS - 90%

SPROUTS - 86 .5%

MOST HYDRATING FRUITS

STARFRUIT - 91 .4%

WATERMELON - 91 .4%

STRAWBERRIES - 91%

GRAPEFRUIT - 90 .5%

CANTALOUPE - 90 .2%

PINEAPPLE - 87%

RASPBERRIES - 87%

BLUEBERRIES - 85%

KIWI - 84%

APPLES - 84%

PEARS - 84%

GRAPES - 81 .5%


